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Is an award-winning writer & inventor. 
Her patented product, swiggies, wrist 
water bottles, have been a NASDAQ product of the year semi finalist and are 
currently sold in 24 countries. She’s a “go-to” media expert in the fields of 
innovation & creativity and is featured in the books “Patently Female” and 
“Girls Think of Everything”.

CALL at 310-444-7788 
to Discuss how JULIE can help you.

Find out more about Julie Austin at

Why hire Julie? If you don’t, your competition will.
It was a pleasure having Julie speak at our 
ASD International Retail Conference in Las 

Vegas. The retail and wholesale small 
business owners appreciated her topic. Using 
Innovation for Competitive Advantage. The 

interactive creativity exercises helped get the 
audience involved, and demonstrated that 
creativity in business is definitely the way to 
beat the competition at their own game. I 
would highly recommend her speaking 

services.

Julie’s speech on creativity and innovation 
was right on target for our scientists, who 

constantly need to generate new ideas in the 
lab. The creativity exercises for left and right 
brain thinking showed how important it is to 
get ideas from all sources and be able to 

connect those ideas to come up with a new 
and unique innovation. It was fun, entertaining 

and educational.

Julie Austin’s speech was well received by our 
Daekyo franchise owners at our recent 

conference. As an inventor and business 
owner with distributors around the world, 

Julie’s topic of using innovation and creativity 
to add value to your business was inspiring. 

Franchisees left with unique, hands-on tools to 
improve their own marketing, and ways to 

generate more ideas of their own. 
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